1.. A sea-change in our understanding of psychotic disorder? {#s3}
============================================================

In the last 15 to 20 years there has been a revolution in our understanding of psychosis. It is now acknowledged that there are clear continuities between psychosis and attributes widely distributed in the population. Partly as a result of this new realization,there has been a large accumulation of scientific evidence suggestive of the processes underlying the emergence of psychotic symptoms and,hence,of psychosis itself. This has been aided by the parallel development and elaboration of cognitive behavioral treatments for psychosis (CBT-p).[@B1]

This work was initiated and carried forward by a loose,informal collective of research groups from centers in different countries and continents. Many, though not all,were concerned with evaluating psychological interventions for psychosis. In the process of developing these interventions,an interlocking set of complementary strategies for the acquisition and analysis of data has evolved. These approaches can be subsumed under the term 'analytical psychosocial epidemiology'. In this narrative review I will describe how they have led to important new findings which have facilitated the advancement of psychological treatments.

Much of the work on psychosocial processes and treatments in psychosis was initiated in Europe, where there has been an enduring tradition of social psychiatry. More recently,there have been important American and Australasian contributions. CBT-p is now a recommended treatment in several jurisdictions\[[@B2]-[@B4]\] although it has yet to be evaluated in a Chinese context. In China there has been work on the effects of family atmosphere and family burden in psychosis\[[@B5]-[@B11]\] but relatively little research has focused on the topics covered in this review. There are,however,certainly opportunities for doing this sort of research in Chinese populations,for instance,as part of the epidemiological psychiatric survey recently conducted in Hong Kong.[@B12]

2.. Modelling the symptoms of psychosis {#s4}
=======================================

Human societies down the ages have tended to see some of their members as consistently,persistently,and idiosyncratically in error,whether through abnormal perceptions or abnormal beliefs. Such individuals were often marginalized and sometimes identified as mad. Subsequently,in most societies the lay conceptualization of madness was gradually medicalized as different types of psychotic disorder. However,it has long been known that psychotic disorder is variably accompanied by a range of ancillary symptoms that are not intrinsically psychotic. Many of these are aspects of mood.[@B13] In the past,clinicians have tended to discount these ancillary symptoms as a distraction in the process of diagnosis. They have thus adopted what is essentially a *topographical model* of psychosis,in which the psychotic symptoms form a core of interest and the (highly prevalent) ancillary symptoms are regarded as peripheral and incidental (see Figure 1).
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Moreover,there is now strong evidence that the core is poorly defined,suggesting that this model is an inadequate reflection of the empirical data. This is because individual psychotic experiences are commonplace in the general population.\[[@B15]-[@B27]\] Many people have a few mild or fleeting psychotic symptoms and a few people have many psychotic symptoms. Symptom frequency is distributed in an exponential pattern\[[@B21],[@B23],[@B28]\] as shown by the curve in Figure 2 which used data from the 2000 British National Survey of Psychiatric Morbidity to produce a 14-item scale of paranoia. These are cross-sectional data,so they represent the position of individuals along this curve at a given time. It seems likely that people move along the curve in one direction or another as time passes;[@B29] for individuals who at some stage meet criteria for a diagnosis of psychosis,such movement along the curve would represent recovery or relapse of their psychotic condition.

![The distribution of the total paranoia score,with fitted exponential curve (reproduced with permission from Bebbington et al.,2013[@B23])](sap-27-02-070-g003){#sap-27-02-70-g003.tif}

The topographical model of psychosis is topographically inadequate,but it also lacks explanatory value: it offers no theoretical account of how psychotic and non-psychotic symptoms are related. In this respect a *hierarchical model* might seem to be an advance because it would require a non-reflexive relationship between core and associated symptoms,such that core symptoms strongly predict associated symptoms but associated symptoms only weakly predict core symptoms. This does appear to be the case,and has the advantage of suggesting that symptoms are linked by some kind of mechanism: that in some way the core *drives* the associated symptoms. However,it should be noted that the apparent hierarchy may be (and probably is) an artifact of the relative frequency of core and non-core symptoms. This hierarchical model may be partly true (having a delusion of persecution is likely to be scary and depressing),but it is almost certainly deficient.

2.1. Symptom processes {#s4a}
----------------------

Most epidemiological research in psychosis has focused on its associations with physical or social environmental factors. Until recently,scant regard has been paid to how these associations might work,that is,how the outside world gets into the inside. The concept of symptom processes offers a possible advance: it postulates that mental entities have relationships with each other that may be causal. This is implicit,for example,in cognitive accounts of depressive disorder,in which the development of the clinical picture is strongly predicated on the capacity of particular thinking patterns to drive changes in mood.[@B30]

This approach breaches the phenomenological precept that mental states are ultimately reflections of a unitary,indivisible experience,[@B31] but it does lead to testable hypotheses. In particular,it becomes possible to examine the interrelationship of social environmental factors and the internal features of psychosis. This endeavor has been furthered by analyzing symptoms in terms of correlates that are likely to influence them in distinguishable ways. There is,for instance, good evidence of this sort of multiple influence in paranoia,which is characteristically associated with a worry thinking style,negative thoughts about the self, increased interpersonal sensitivity,anomalous internal experiences,insomnia,and various unusual styles of reasoning.\[[@B32]-[@B34]\]

Thus specific ancillary symptoms of psychosis might operate as mediators between external experience and psychotic symptoms; for example,affective symptoms frequently predate the onset of psychosis and presage relapse.[@B13] As a consequence,the ancillary symptoms provide rational targets for psychological therapy in psychosis. Equally,epidemiological studies are a good way to check out ideas about mechanisms that emerge in therapy. Indeed,this sort of research ideally progresses by a continuing traverse between epidemiology and clinical studies. This crossover has been considerably strengthened by the use of creative secondary analyses of survey datasets and therapy outcome studies.

2.2.. A caveat about social variables in psychiatry {#s4b}
---------------------------------------------------

There is something unusual about many of the variables used in research in social psychiatry. This is that they are chosen and defined in terms of their supposed effect on mental states. Thus,their definition is based on a consensus derived from researchers' own capacity for theory of mind. For example,the concept of stressful life events depends on the belief that specific events have the capacity to elicit distress in many or most of those experiencing them.\[[@B35],[@B36]\] The problem with framing social variables in this way is that the circularity inherent in their definition reduces the information content of research based on the variables. Thus one not unreasonable response to the statement that life events judged to be stressful cause distress is '*so what*?'. On the other hand,a statement that life events cause depressive disorder has more strength,partly because the definition of depressive disorder connotes features that go beyond mere distress,and partly because the statement opens up the possibility of identifying specific mechanisms for the link between life events and depression.

At first sight,there appears to be little overlap between social experiences and the symptoms of psychosis. This is apparent in the lay conceptualization of madness as something that is 'incomprehensible'. However,even here,judgments have to be made about the potential social determinants of cases of psychosis; for example,about the extent to which ideas of persecution are consistent and commensurate with real experiences,as they sometimes are. Again,this problem of understanding the overlap of social experiences and psychosis is reduced and partly circumvented in studies of the potential mechanisms linking social experiences to specific psychotic symptoms.

One example of the interleaving of social variables and psychiatric categories is post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),a diagnosis that requires both a characteristic stimulus (a life-threatening event) and a characteristic response on the part of the person experiencing the stimulus. Because these defining symptoms of PTSD can be distinguished from those of psychosis,the finding that aspects of PTSD may be involved in the development of psychotic symptoms (particularly hallucinations) is non-circular,and thus provides useful information.\[[@B37]-[@B40]\] Another,perhaps weaker,example is the quality of *intrusiveness*,wherein individuals are subjected to the apparently arbitrary actions of people who are not close acquaintances.[@B41] There is some evidence that events with this characteristic are associated with psychosis through their particular links with persecutory ideation.\[[@B42],[@B43]\] Intrusiveness is one of the characteristics of bullying,[@B44] which is defined in terms of attributes that tend (and are intended) to induce particular responses in victims. In this instance, studies of the mechanism relating bullying and intrusiveness to victims' responses may reveal what drives the variability in responses to such experiences.

3.. Psychosocial epidemiology in the study of psychosis {#s5}
=======================================================

The most obvious way to study the psychosocial epidemiology of psychosis is to use a diagnosis of psychosis as the dependent variable. However, in acknowledgement of the polythetic nature of psychosis,researchers in this area have also used more specific symptomatic components of psychosis as representative dependent variables: paranoid ideation, hallucinations,and,more rarely,abnormalities of thought. Depending on the particular research question, these specific psychotic symptoms may also be used as independent or mediating variables. Many other types of independent variables are commonly employed in studies of psychosis: subjective experiences such as symptoms of anxiety and depression,and patterns of thought (schemas);\[[@B45]-[@B47]\] response styles ascertained through testing,such as the Jumping to Conclusions (JTC) bias;\[[@B48]-[@B50]\] environmental experiences including life events in general;\[[@B51]-[@B53]\] more specific events such as sexual abuse,physical or emotional abuse,and bullying victimization;\[[@B44],[@B54],[@B55]\] and diffuse environmental attributes,such as urban living.\[[@B56],[@B57]\] The interplay of these environmental influences and mental attributes can be investigated to test hypotheses about the mechanisms that link these variables.

3.1. The creative use of data {#s5a}
-----------------------------

Research on psychosis in the last 15 to 20 years has been characterized by the thoughtful use of data of various types and acquired through various designs. To a significant degree,this has been driven by the development of models,which are important methods of summarizing existing knowledge and of using it to suggest potential mechanisms. Models themselves may not be wholly testable,but they do drive testable hypotheses. There have been a number of such models.\[[@B58],[@B59]\] An example based on the work of Garety and colleagues[@B60] and Kuipers and colleagues[@B61] is shown in Figure 3. This postulates that vulnerable people respond to stressful events with cognitive,emotional, and perceptual changes,and that these responses bias appraisals in a way that leads to the emergence of positive symptoms of psychosis. These hypothetical links can then be tested out in a variety of empirical studies,including treatment trials.

![A cognitive model of the positive symptoms of psychosis (adapted with permission from Garety et al.,2001,[@B60] and Kuipers et al.,2006[@B61])](sap-27-02-070-g004){#sap-27-02-70-g004.tif}

This research has also been advanced by the creative deployment of all the usual techniques of data acquisition,including interviews,questionnaires, and psychological testing procedures. Data are either sampled at a specific point in time or repeatedly over various periods. Some of the techniques have been particularly innovative. For example, Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM),initially described in 1987,[@B62] has been used to great effect in psychosis research since 2000; it requires participants to record their feelings,thoughts,and situation at random times during the day when cued by a programmed wristwatch alarm.[@B63],[@B64] It thus provides an additional, intermediate,route to data acquisition that complements more traditional approaches based on retrospective interviewing. Another innovative method involves constraining the environment artificially in order to identify individual differences in response,and using these observed differences to test hypothesized mechanisms. For example,Green and colleagues[@B65] placed research participants in a waiting room so they could hear simulated laughter in the next room. The most sophisticated way of creating these experimental environments involves virtual reality,which provides an immersive interactive experience,for instance,of a library or a subway.[@B66]

Recent epidemiological research into the psychological mechanisms involved in psychosis has been governed by an overall strategy that was always at least partly intentional but has become more explicit with the passage of time. This can be described as a process of multiple *triangulation*. The first element in the strategy is to set up theory-driven hypotheses and to use them in a range of different epidemiological contexts. The second is to use several different measures of psychosis as the dependent variable,including the overall diagnosis,the presence of individual psychotic symptoms (mainly auditory hallucinations and paranoid ideation),and continuous measures of psychotic attributes such as the paranoia score described above. This is a very powerful way of testing theories: the failure to refute the same specific hypotheses in relation to these different measures and diverse contexts adds greatly to the plausibility of the findings. Similarly,associations identified in both cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses allow more confident inference. The availability of data from repeated population surveys using similar or identical methods permits immediate replication,which makes for a particularly stringent test of hypotheses.

3.2. A note on the exploitation of temporal relationshipsa {#s5b}
----------------------------------------------------------

It is often stated that causal relationships cannot be inferred from cross-sectional studies. This is not so. Whatever the methodology,it is always possible to *infer* causality,and,whatever the methodology,it is never possible to be certain of the truth of the inferred causal relationship. One may certainly take account of the results of cross-sectional analyses when *refuting* a hypothesis; so when a hypothesis is not refuted,the result acts to corroborate the hypothesis. At issue is the weight that can be placed on the inference,which is greater in studies where the chosen independent variables clearly precede the chosen dependent variable. However,most of the variables in studies of mental states are extended in time,so restricting sampling to a single time point may induce a spurious confidence in temporal relationships.

The simplest approach to temporal relationships in psychosis research involves a single repetition of measures. A stronger design incorporates multiple repetitions. Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM) is a particular version of this,and raises the question of the proper interval for such studies. It is apparent from ESM research that mental phenomena fluctuate quite rapidly,and thus changes assessed over larger stretches of time must involve some kind of integration of these smaller ('micro-level') fluctuations.\[[@B46],[@B67]\] Collip and colleagues[@B67] suggest that an enduring characteristic of stress sensitivity converts transient psychotic phenomena into more persistent ones. These issues emphasize the need for the triangulation approach described above.

3.3. An example of triangulation {#s5c}
--------------------------------

As an example of the triangulation of research in this area,we may consider the link between mood instability and psychosis.[@B64] The study of affect in psychosis has been based on a number of attributes. These have generally included amplitude (how severe is the disturbance of affect?) and duration (how long has it lasted?). However,the *consistency* of affective disturbance,which incorporates both frequency and amplitude,has been relatively neglected until recently. Emotional regulation is a learnt behavior, characterized by a number of strategies,both adaptive (emotion management,cognitive reappraisal),and maladaptive (experiential avoidance,attentional deployment,dissociation,and alexithymia).[@B68] A number of consequences are associated with a relative failure to learn these skills. It has mainly been studied in the context of borderline personality disorder and bipolar disorder.\[[@B69],[@B70]\]

Psychotic symptoms fluctuate considerably,as anyone who has tried to define onset,remission and relapse in longitudinal research can testify.[@B71] Could this variability arise as a consequence of affective fluctuations? If so,this would parallel the altered stress sensitivity identified in studies of psychosis that use Experience Sampling Methodology.[@B64] Recent studies have confirmed the presence of emotional dysregulation in psychosis.\[[@B68],[@B72]\]

In a study that deliberately followed the triangulation strategy described above,Marwaha and colleagues[@B73] used the British national surveys of psychiatric morbidity to investigate the hypothesized links between mood instability and psychosis. They first used cross-sectional analyses of the 2000 and 2007 surveys to show that there is a very strong association between mood instability and a diagnosis of psychosis. This relationship remained after controlling for sociodemographic variables and,crucially,the effect of mood instability was still large and significant after controlling for *current* affect. This implies that instability has an intrinsic effect that goes beyond mere exposure to affective disturbance. There was also an extremely strong association between mood instability and the specific symptoms of paranoid ideation and auditory hallucinations in both surveys. This association remained after controlling for sociodemographic factors and current affect. Finally,analysis of an 18-month follow-up of over 2000 selected participants in the 2000 survey demonstrated that mood instability at inception predicted the later emergence and maintenance of paranoia,even after controlling for initial affect level. However,the effect of mood instability over time was less clear in relation to individual symptoms: it predicted the emergence of auditory hallucinations at followup, but not if initial affect was controlled; and it did not predict the maintenance of auditory hallucinations at follow-up.

3.4. The analysis of complex relationships {#s5d}
------------------------------------------

The different analytic possibilities for assessing the interrelationships between environmental variables and symptoms are summarized in Table 1. In addition to establishing two-way relationships between different variables,cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses can both be used to test potential mediation effects. Longitudinal analyses enable testing of hypotheses about the emergence of new symptoms and about the maintenance of symptoms that are already present. Such analyses may be based on straightforward followup studies,but it is also possible to exploit treatment trial data in this way. Depending on the type of treatment and the measures used,clinical trials can also be used to probe mechanisms. Indeed,there is strong argument for designing them to do this a priori.[@B46] Experimental manipulations intended to be precursors of new elements of treatment can be designed to test possible mechanisms that are based on specific theories.\[[@B74],[@B75]\]

###### 

The creative use of different data types

  design                    Type of sample           
  ------------------------- ---------------- ------- -------
  **cross-sectional**       **x**            **x**   **x**
  **longitudinal**          **x**            **x**   **x**
  **intervention**^**a**^   **x**            **x**   **x**

^a^ intervention studies can be used to test hypotheses about mechanisms prospectively

Traversing between epidemiological surveys and clinical studies is a central element in the process of triangulation. Given a continuous distribution of psychotic experiences and phenomena in the general population,one would hypothesize that most of the correlates in people whose symptoms fell short of the criteria for a diagnosis of a psychotic disorder would overlap with those of clinical psychosis. If this is found to be so,the argument for a continuity between nonclinical psychotic experience and clinical psychosis becomes even more compelling.

3.5. Adversity and psychosis {#s5e}
----------------------------

The evidence for social influences on the experiences, beliefs,and behavior of people with psychosis is now well established. Early work demonstrating the effect of institutional environments[@B76] was followed by the development of techniques for assessing the effects of the family environment on the course of psychotic illness.\[[@B77]-[@B79]\] This led in turn to the development of effective family interventions.\[[@B80],[@B81]\] Technological advances also promoted the study of the role of life events in the onset of episodes of psychosis.[@B82] However, the subsequent literature has produced results that are variable and difficult to interpret. Beards and colleagues' recent a meta-analysis of life events and psychosis[@B53] identified 14 studies published between 1968 and 2012 that linked exposure to adult life events to the onset of psychotic episodes or experiences. The authors calculated an overall odds ratio of 3.2,but expressed reservations about the quality of some of the included studies. The growing literature using experience sampling methodology in people with psychosis has also included measures of life events and other stresses;[@B64] these studies consistently report a relationship between life events and psychotic symptoms that appears to be mediated via an alteration in stress sensitivity.

In contrast to the literature on recent life events, the strong association reported between psychosis and severely traumatic experiences early in life (including child sexual abuse,physical assault,exposure to domestic violence,and bullying) seems more secure.\[[@B44],[@B52],[@B54],[@B83]-[@B91]\] Some of these studies are based on the use of existing cohorts and are thus prospective.\[[@B91]-[@B93]\] The literature linking sexual abuse to psychosis,including studies that consider the mediating mechanisms underlying this link, has been critically reviewed by Bebbington.[@B94] It appears that there is a dose-response effect,in that increasing numbers of traumas and increasing severity of individual traumatic events are more strongly associated with the subsequent development of psychosis.\[[@B54],[@B95]\] Although childhood sexual abuse is associated with many psychiatric outcomes,this dose-response effect may be of particular relevance to the onset of psychosis.\[[@B54],[@B94],[@B96]\]

3.6. Studies in the mediation of psychotic disorder {#s5f}
---------------------------------------------------

As noted above,many of the ancillary symptoms of psychosis are associated with affect. It is worth considering the role of ancillary symptoms and other psychological attributes in the emergence and maintenance of psychotic symptoms. There is now good evidence for this,based on several sorts of analysis using data from a range of sources. These include several large epidemiological surveys: the British national psychiatric morbidity surveys (especially those of 2000 and 2007),\[[@B54],[@B73],[@B86],[@B96]-[@B100]\] the Dutch Netherlands Mental Health Survey and Incidence Study (NEMESIS),\[[@B101]-[@B103]\] the English Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children (ALSPAC) study,\[[@B92],[@B104]\] the Dunedin Birth Cohort Study,[@B105] and the United States National Comorbidity Survey and its replication.\[[@B106],[@B107]\] Other types of studies supporting the mediating role of ancillary symptoms include experience sampling methodology surveys,\[[@B108]-[@B114]\] virtual reality studies,\[[@B115]-[@B119]\] treatment trials of CBT-p,\[[@B46],[@B50],[@B120]\] and experimental manipulations.\[[@B74],[@B75]\]

Several such studies have been based on the theoretical model of paranoia put forward by Freeman and colleagues,[@B59] which asserts that negative affect, worry,and insomnia are important determinants of paranoid thinking. According to this theory,anxiety produces anticipation of threat; depression increases the sense of vulnerability; worry leads to implausible ideas; and insomnia exacerbates negative affect and cognition,and creates an altered perceptual state.

People with psychosis have a range of sleep problems,including nightmares.[@B121] In cross-sectional analyses from the British national psychiatric morbidity surveys,people who had sleep difficulties,insomnia, or chronic insomnia were more than twice as likely to acknowledge that others were deliberately acting to harm them or their interests.[@B122] These associations were stronger still in relation to the more extreme belief that a group of people was plotting to cause the participant serious harm or injury (with odds ratios rising to 4.5 in the case of chronic insomnia). Moreover, these relationships were equally apparent if the dimensional paranoia score referred to above was used instead of the categorical variables,thus confirming the robustness of the findings.

These authors also studied participants without paranoia at baseline. Those who reported insomnia, worry,anxiety,depression,or depressive ideas were much more likely to develop paranoia (including a severe degree of paranoia) by the time of the 18-month follow-up.[@B98] Long-term data from the ALSPAC study corroborate these findings: psychotic experiences in adolescence were predicted by nightmares and night terrors in childhood,and were strongly associated with concurrent parasomnias.[@B92]

Insomnia is a treatable condition.\[[@B123],[@B124]\] If it is indeed a significant driver of paranoia,a crucial test suggests itself: treat the insomnia to treat the paranoia. Myers and colleagues[@B125] carried out a pilot intervention specifically for insomnia which was successful in improving delusional symptoms in patients with psychosis. A more prolonged randomized controlled trial of a cognitive behavioral intervention for insomnia is now being conducted in patients with delusions or hallucinations.[@B126]

The Freeman model of paranoia[@B59] attributes a significant role to worry processes. This implies that direct attempts to modify levels of worry in people with paranoia should also be beneficial. A randomized controlled trial specifically targeting worry in patients with paranoid delusions has just been completed (the Worry Intervention Trial (WIT)).[@B120] This was successful both in modifying worry and in improving psychotic symptoms; moreover,two-thirds of the treatment effect was mediated through its effect on worry. This confirms that the treatment did what was intended and that there seems to be a causal link between worry and delusion formation.

4.. Conclusions {#s6}
===============

Over the last two decades a large number of studies using increasingly sophisticated methods have established that the external social world has an important influence on the development and persistence of psychotic disorders. Moreover,these studies have demonstrated that the so-called ancillary symptoms of psychosis perform an important role in mediating the effects of the social environment in the generation of psychotic symptoms. It is apparent that there are many routes to psychosis and it takes many forms. It thus seems entirely appropriate that cognitive behavior therapy for psychosis is formulation-based,involving the analysis of the processes that seem to be most important in the individual case and the subsequent deployment of specific techniques to deal with these processes. It thus turns out that psychosis is not 'un-understandable': it relates to real-world experience and events,and symptoms do,after all,have meaning. The delineation of the involved processes enriches attempts to treat psychosis using psychological techniques,and the outcome of treatment in turn suggests new directions for research - a productive reciprocal influence.

In this paper,I have chosen to review a particular aspect of the recent literature on psychosis. It should, nevertheless,be acknowledged that there are links between the social and genetic epidemiology of psychosis. For instance,the association between the experience of bullying and psychosis is partly heritable,[@B127] and the stress sensitivity associated with psychotic-like experiences reported in studies using experience sampling methodology may be partly genetically conditioned.[@B128] However,genetic studies in psychosis have identified myriad candidate genes of small effect,[@B129] with no clear implications for treatment. This is not the case with the research on the psychosocial aspects of psychosis.
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